While the significance of auditory cortical regions for the development and maintenance of speech motor coordination is well established, the contribution of somatosensory brain areas to learned vocalizations such as singing is less well understood. To address these mechanisms, we applied intermittent theta burst stimulation (iTBS), a facilitatory repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) protocol, over right somatosensory larynx cortex (S1) and a nonvocal dorsal S1 control area in participants without singing experience. A pitch-matching singing task was performed before and after iTBS to assess corresponding effects on vocal pitch regulation.
, the contribution of somatosensory processes to learned vocalizations is less well understood (Breshears, Molinaro, & Chang, 2015; Hammer & Barlow, 2010; Kleber, Zeitouni, Friberg, & Zatorre, 2013; Lametti, Nasir, & Ostry, 2012; Sundberg et al., 1995) .
Current models of speech motor control describe and formalize the sensory-motor transformations that occur during speech production (Parrell, Lammert, Ciccarelli, & Quatieri, 2017) . The directions into velocities of articulators (DIVA) model (Guenther, 2006; combines predictive processes with auditory and somatosensory feedback control loops. Its basic feature is a speech sound map located in ventral premotor cortex/posterior inferior frontal gyrus (vPMC/pIFG) that contains articulatory motor trajectories as input to a predictive controller, and corresponding sensory expectations as input to feedback controllers. The feedback controllers compare the expectations with incoming feedback and generate an error signal in case of mismatch. During early stages of vocal learning, auditory feedback is crucial to establish associations between motor commands and their acoustic consequences. With experience, however, feedforward mechanisms are tuned through sensory feedback that compute motor commands from predicted sensory consequences with sufficient accuracy to produce normal speech. At this point, auditory feedback is mainly used to maintain or adjust the feedforward model (see also Guenther, 2016) . Similarly, state feedback control models suggest that rapid online speech control is achieved via internally represented predictions of sensory consequences of intended vocalizations, whereas the actual feedback during overt production is used to train and update the internal forward model in case of error detection (Hickok et al., 2011; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011) . Neuroimaging studies indicate that the comparison between predicted and actual auditory feedback involves primary as well as higher-order auditory regions in posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) and ventral supramarginal gyrus (SMG) that interact with vPMC (including Broca's area) to generate state corrections, whereas the parietal lobe, cerebellum, and basal ganglia contribute to the programming and maintenance of feedforward control (Behroozmand et al., 2016; Behroozmand & Sangtian, 2018; Guenther & Vladusich, 2012; Hickok, 2017; Houde & Chang, 2015; Parkinson et al., 2012; Shum, Shiller, Baum, & Gracco, 2011; Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008; Zarate & Zatorre, 2008) .
The neural mechanisms underlying the contribution of somatosensory feedback to voluntary vocal motor control are less well understood (Mor, Simonyan, & Blitzer, 2018) . Research in cats, humans, and nonhuman primates suggests that motor nuclei in the brainstem (Kuypers, 1958a; Kuypers, 1958b; Kuypers, 1958c; Yoshida, Mitsumasu, Hirano, & Kanaseki, 1985) use dynamic feedback from laryngeal mechanoreceptors to stabilize vocal motor patterns by coordinating respiratory and phonatory muscle groups based on intrinsic laryngeal reflex mechanisms, whereas somatosensory feedback also provides information about the spatial position of the respiratory and vocal tracts (Ambalavanar, Tanaka, Selbie, & Ludlow, 2004; Andreatta et al., 2002; Borich, Brodie, Gray, Ionta, & Boyd, 2015; Gozaine & Clark, 2005; Ludlow, 2005; Nasir & Ostry, 2006; Simonyan & Horwitz, 2011; Smotherman, 2007; Wyke, 1974a ). The DIVA model predicts that self-monitoring of correctly produced sounds generates somatosensory targets throughout speech motor development, representing proprioceptive and tactile sensations of the simultaneously generated sound (Guenther & Vladusich, 2012; Ito, Coppola, & Ostry, 2016; Skipper, Devlin, & Lametti, 2017; Tremblay, Shiller, & Ostry, 2003) . This implies that auditory and somatosensory feedback control subsystems become tightly coupled (Ito & Ostry, 2012; Ito, Tiede, & Ostry, 2009 ). In keeping with this notion, studies have shown that the magnitude of vocal responses to pitch perturbations may be constrained by the integration of somatosensory feedback (Katseff, Houde, & Johnson, 2012; Larson et al., 2008) . Moreover, individuals also generate compensatory responses to unexpected somatosensory (e.g., jaw) perturbations (Lametti et al., 2012; Nasir & Ostry, 2006; Nasir & Ostry, 2008) . The underlying neural computations activate ventral primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and adjacent SMG interacting with vPMC (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011) .
Electrophysiological and neurostimulation studies have moreover demonstrated that the area in and around the SMG, which receives projections from various primary sensory areas, is involved in sensorimotor adaptation during speech production (Behroozmand & Sangtian, 2018; Shum et al., 2011) .
In order to assess experience-dependent effects and their neural correlates, pitch-matching tasks with singers and nonsingers provide an interesting model (Jones & Keough, 2008; Kleber et al., 2013; Kleber, Friberg, Zeitouni, & Zatorre, 2017; Zarate, 2013; , as even the slightest deviation from musically defined target sounds will be perceived as error (Hutchins & Peretz, 2012; Natke, Donath, & Kalveram, 2003; Zatorre & Baum, 2012) . To date, only few neuroimaging studies with trained singers have been performed. They found that singing experience can be associated with increased activation of ventral S1, inferior parietal lobe (IPL), and the cerebellum during normal singing (Kleber, Veit, Birbaumer, Gruzelier, & Lotze, 2010) . The interaction between singing experience and auditory perturbation moreover leads to increased activation of IPL in singers together with ventral inferior frontal gyrus (vIFG, BA44) and supplementary motor area (Kleber et al., 2017) . This led to the hypothesis that singing training may improve the accuracy of somatosensory feedback for regulating singing voice output (Kleber et al., 2017; Mürbe, Pabst, Hofmann, & Sundberg, 2004) . Singers may thus possess more accurate somatosensory targets and more robust feedforward representations (Jones & Keough, 2008; Kleber et al., 2013; Villacorta, Perkell, & Guenther, 2007) , which explains their reduced sensitivity to auditory feedback perturbations (Kleber et al., 2017; Zarate & Zatorre, 2008) .
Against this background, the current study set out to explore if enhanced somatosensory feedback processing can improve vocal pitch control in nonsingers. To achieve this goal, we used intermitted theta burst stimulation (iTBS), a form of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), to facilitate cortical processing in right ventral larynx S1 (Huang, Edwards, Rounis, Bhatia, & Rothwell, 2005; Jones et al., 2016; Katayama & Rothwell, 2007; Morley, Vickery, Stuart, & Turman, 2007) . The right hemisphere was chosen based on studies indicating that singing compared to speaking activates a larger bi-hemispheric network, reflecting additional right lateralized activation and gray matter volume related to vocal production within a musical context (Kleber et Feedback error detection and sensorimotor adaptation are moreover processed bilaterally (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011; Parkinson et al., 2012; Tourville et al., 2008) , with right parietal and premotor regions contributing to the coordination of compensatory speech motor responses together with left posterior STG (Kort, Cuesta, Houde, & Nagarajan, 2016) . Enhanced right-hemisphere activation has also been associated with superior vocal pitch processing in musicians with enhanced pitch identification mechanisms Behroozmand, Ibrahim, Korzyukov, Robin, & Larson, 2015; Parkinson et al., 2014) . A previous rTMS study demonstrated that the SMG is involved in adaptive vocal responses to feedback alterations (Shum et al., 2011) . However, the current study aimed at enhancing vocalization-related somatosensory perception and therefore targeted directly the somatotopically organized larynx-S1 (Guenther & Vladusich, 2012) . Previous studies that used facilitating iTBS protocols over S1 reported enhanced tactile perception (Ragert, Franzkowiak, Schwenkreis, Tegenthoff, & Dinse, 2008) , whereas inhibitory continuous TBS impairs both tactile spatial (Rai, Premji, Tommerdahl, & Nelson, 2012) and temporal acuity (Lee et al., 2013; Rai et al., 2012) . S1 is moreover heavily connected to both the inferior parietal cortex (Borich et al., 2015) and somatotopically associated with M1, integrating motor commands with proprioceptive and tactile information even before vocalization (Bouchard, Mesgarani, Johnson, & Chang, 2013) .
To assess the effects of neuronavigated iTBS over right ventral-S1 on singing, nonsingers performed a pitch-matching singing paradigm before and after stimulation. The effect was compared to stimulation of dorsal S1, which is not part of the singing network.
In Experiment I, participants monitored auditory feedback from their own voice during singing. We expected that larynx-S1 but not the control stimulation would improve pitch-matching performance in nonsingers, indicating a role of somatosensory feedback in vocal pitch regulation. Based on evidence indicating that nonsingers rely more heavily on auditory feedback pitch regulation in a musical context (Jones & Keough, 2008; Kleber et al., 2013; Kleber et al., 2017; Zarate & Zatorre, 2008) , a second experiment was performed in which auditory self-monitoring was masked with noise. We hypothesized that that the lack of auditory feedback may trigger the monitoring system to attend more to somatosensory feedback. Therefore, we expected greater effects of iTBS over right ventral S1 on pitch-matching performance in Experiment II.
| MATERIAL AND METHODS

| Design and participants
Two related experiments were performed that differed with respect to the presence or absence of pink noise during vocal pitch-matching performance (Figure 1 ), which aimed to mask auditory-feedback from the own voice. Participants were randomly recruited from the University of Tübingen and matched for sex in both experiments. All subjects reported no history of neurological, speech or hearing disorder. TMS specific inclusion criteria were applied according to Wassermann (Wassermann, 1998) . Only participants without prior formal music training (singing or playing an instrument) were included in this study.
Occasional musical activities (e.g., choirs or informal bands) served as additional exclusion criteria. In Experiment I, the effects of iTBS on pitch matching accuracy was tested while participants monitored auditory feedback to control their vocal output. In line with a two-stage experimental design (Simon, 1989) , recruitment in Experiment I was stopped after nine participants (four females; mean age = 24.9 years; age range = 20-33 years) due to a low effect size. As no participant showed significant effects of iTBS on pitch-matching performance, the inclusion of more participants was unlikely to change the outcome. Experiment II included 14 participants (seven females) with a mean age of 27.3 years (range: 22-35 years). Four subjects who previously participated in Experiments I, also volunteered to participate in Experiment II (one female, three male). Pitch-matching accuracy can be considered relatively stable (Zarate, Delhommeau, Wood, & Zatorre, 2010) . Therefore, we expected no heterogeneity due to potential test-retest effects in the four participants. In Experiment II, auditory feedback from the own voice was masked with pink noise during singing to reveal effects of iTBS on pitch performance. In addition, participants also sang with normal auditory feedback (only prior to stimulation) in Experiment II. This was done to validate the predicted effects of masking noise on pitch performance (i.e., reduced accuracy). The ethics committee of the Medical Faculty of the University of Tübingen approved this study and written consent was obtained prior to participation.
| Pitch-discrimination accuracy
A two-tone forced choice pitch-discrimination test was initially performed to rule out that poor pitch perception could affect pitchmatching performance. Pure tones with a duration of 250 ms, separated by 600 ms gaps, and an initial frequency difference Δf = 7% were presented via Bose Quiet-15 headphones. The lower standard tone was fixed at 500 Hz while the order of both tones was randomized. During the test, Δf was adaptively changed using a two-down one-up rule, which tracks 70.7%-correct thresholds on the psychometric function (Levitt, 1971) . Δf was decreased after two consecutive correct responses and increased after one incorrect response by the factor β. Initially, β was set to 2 but changed to 1.25 after the second reversal. The test was terminated after 15 reversals and the final threshold was calculated as the geometric mean of Δf across the last eight reversals. A pitch discrimination threshold exceeding a 2% frequency difference, corresponding to a 35 Cents interval (100 Cents = 1 semitone) served as exclusion criteria for the participant. All participants passed this test, indicating that precipitants' perceptual thresholds were at least 65% smaller than the smallest pitch interval required for pitchmatching in this study (1 semitone). Typical frequency discrimination thresholds are 0.86% in healthy nonmusicians and 0.13% in trained musicians (Micheyl, Delhommeau, Perrot, & Oxenham, 2006) .
| Pitch-matching performance
During pitch-matching, participants first listened to musical intervals (one pair of tones per trial) and subsequently intended to match the fundamental frequencies of these tones by singing the syllable/da/. In Experiment I, 105 pitch-matching trials were performed, once before and once again after iTBS. During singing, participants could use auditory feedback from their own voice to monitor vocal pitch. In Experiment II, loud pink noise was played via Bose Quiet15 headphones while participants intended to match the musical intervals to reduce auditory self-monitoring during pitch-matching. This was done once before and once again after iTBS. In order to validate the intended effects of masking noise on pitch performance (i.e., reduced accuracy), participants also sang without masking (prior to iTBS) in Experiment II. The number of trials was reduced to 60 in Experiment II for reasons of design economy, as the lower number provided sufficient statistical power for detecting changes in pitch-matching performance (Hutchins & Peretz, 2012) .
Pink noise is typically used in pitch-shifting paradigms to reduce air-and bone-conduction feedback from the own voice . Neuroimaging studies demonstrated that the perceived loudness of pink noise is linearly related to neural activation levels in auditory cortex (Rohl, Kollmeier, & Uppenkamp, 2011 ) and successfully prevents vocalization-related cortical potentials ( 
| Intermittent theta burst stimulation
We applied iTBS with a Magstim Rapid 2 stimulator attached to a 70 mm biphasic figure-of-eight coil (The Magstim Company Limited, Withland, UK) in combination with a Localite stereotactic neuronavigation system (Localite GmbH, Sankt Augustin, Germany). T1-weighted whole-brain anatomical images were used for anatomically guided iTBS application with a coil orientation anterior to posterior and perpendicular to the postcentral gyrus for S1 larynx stimulation (Jacobs, Premji, & Nelson, 2012; Pfannmoller, Schweizer, & Lotze, 2016; Roux, Djidjeli, & Durand, 2018; Thielscher, Opitz, & Windhoff, 2011) . Based on previous findings (Thielscher et al., 2011) , the coil was tilted by 45 for dorsaliTBS control stimulation (lower limb representation) to further reduce the effect on the cortex and create a sham like stimulation with similar skin sensation. We used an fMRI localizer task to identify participants'
individual larynx representation in right ventral S1 (for details see Section 2.5 below). The experimental procedures for Experiments I and II are depicted. Neuronavigated iTBS was applied in two pseudorandomized sessions over right larynx-S1 and over a nonvocal dorsal-S1 control area (representing the lower limb) with a minimum of 48 hr washout time between them. Effects on pitch-matching performance were assessed before and after stimulation. In Experiment I, participants could use auditory feedback from their own voice to monitor vocal pitch. In experiment II, loud pink noise masked auditory self-monitoring. In addition, pitch-matching was also performed with normal auditory feedback (only prior to iTBS) Theta burst stimulation (TBS) included three pulses of stimulation at 50 Hz repeated every 200 ms. In the intermittent stimulation pattern (iTBS), a 2 s train of TBS is repeated every 10 s for a total of 190 s (600 pulses; Huang et al., 2005) . The order of stimulation (larynx and dorsal S1) was counterbalanced and performed on separate days to allow a minimum of 48 hr washout time between sessions. Stimulation output was set individually to 80% active motor threshold, determined prior to the initial session using motor evoked potentials (MEPs) of the right dorsal interossei (FDI) muscle. MEPs were recorded using 24 mm Ag/AgCl self-adhesive electrodes, with one electrode placed on the belly of the muscle and the other on muscle tendon. EMG signals were amplified, band-pass filtered (20-1,000 Hz), and sampled at 2 kHz. Criteria for active motor threshold followed a 5 out of 10 rule for pulse-evoked muscle potentials with a response larger than 100 μV (Bennemann, Freigang, Schroger, Rubsamen, & Richter, 2013) . Participants were asked to keep their muscle tension constant at about 20%
of maximum strength by pressing the thumb against the index finger.
The mean motor threshold in Experiment I corresponded to 40% of the maximum stimulator output, which was used throughout Experiment II (Kalla, Muggleton, Cowey, & Walsh, 2009; Leveque, Muggleton, Stewart, & Schon, 2013) . Results from the fMRI larynx-S1 localizer task in experiment 1. Participants sang pitch-glides on the steady vowel/a/ while keeping the articulators in a fixed position. The highest activated voxel in postcentral gyrus (small volume corrected; p < 0.001, >20vx) represented the target coordinates in right S1 (singing vs. rest). (a) Group activation (N = 9) in right S1 (x = 41, y = −17, z = 35 in MNI space) matched a previously reported larynx/phonation area, which was used for right larynx-S1 stimulation in Experiment II. (b) Individual S1 targets (highest activated voxel) in Experiment I are depicted. Coordinates were recomputed using Localite software to account for individual brain anatomy prior to neuronavigated iTBS, visually inspected and manually adjusted to spatially center the locus of stimulation on S1 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] the larynx-S1 group activation peak matched previously reported coordinates of a larynx/phonation area (Belyk & Brown, 2017; Brown et al., 2009; Brown, Ngan, & Liotti, 2008; Grabski et al., 2012; Kleber et al., 2010; Lotze, Seggewies, Erb, Grodd, & Birbaumer, 2000) , these
| Magnetic resonance imaging
coordinates (x = 41, y = −17, z = 35 in MNI space) were used throughout Experiment II (Figure 2a) . Figure 2b indicates the location of individual stimulation areas in Experiment 1.
For neuronavigated iTBS, coordinates were recomputed using Localite software to account for individual brain anatomy. Coordinates were visually inspected and manually adjusted to center its focal location with the aim of spatially limiting the locus of stimulation to S1 (Reichenbach, Thielscher, Peer, Bulthoff, & Bresciani, 2014 ).
| Acoustic voice analysis
A high-pass filter (Butterworth, order 4 or 8) was first set to the lowest expected sung frequency to filter out low frequency noise com- The first 50 ms were omitted, as they typically exhibit large pitch variations.
Pitch-matching analysis was performed using a custom-made script within the CUEX performance analysis system run under Matlab (Friberg, Schoonderwaldt, & Juslin, 2005) . Deviation from target-pitch was estimated as the median using the YIN algorithm (de Cheveigne & Kawahara, 2002) , limited to frequency range used in the experiment (C#3 to D5 for the females and F2 to B3 for the males), and expressed in cent for each tone (100 Cents = 1 semitone). Pitch stability was estimated using the interquartile range,
where lower values indicate higher stability in tone production.
Results were averaged across both tones (tone1 + tone2/2) using unsigned values.
| Statistical data analysis
Statistical analyses of pitch-performance before and after iTBS were performed with the statistical software package R (R Development Core Team 2014). Shapiro-Wilk tests indicated a non-normal data distribution. Therefore, nonparametric tests were employed throughout all analyses. Friedman's repeated measures ANOVA was used in to detect differences in pitch-matching performance before and after larynx-S1 iTBS and dorsal-S1 iTBS (representing the lower limb). In Experiment II, we first verified the predicted effects of masked auditory feedback on pitch-matching performance (i.e., decreased relative to normal auditory feedback) using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Thereafter, we used a robust version of Friedman's ANOVA (Skilling & Mack, 1981) to detect differences in pitch-matching performance with noise-masked auditory feedback before and after iTBS of larynx and dorsal S1 stimulation as in Experiment I.
In both experiments, one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were employed for post hoc pair-wise comparisons, corrected for multiple tests using false-discovery rate (FDR) with p < 0.05. The FDR method controls the expected proportion of false discoveries amongst the rejected hypotheses and is a less stringent condition than the family-wise error rate, so these methods are more powerful than the others (e.g., Bonferroni correction). We calculated and reported effect sizes for Wilcoxon signed-rank tests using this formula: r = Z/√N (Rosenthal, 1994) . Effect sizes cannot be calculated directly for Friedman tests. Finally, exploratory correlation analyses
Results from Experiment I, comparing pitch-matching performance before and after iTBS over larynx-S1 and a dorsal-S1 control region (representing the lower limb). Participants could use auditory feedback to regulate vocal pitch. No significant effects were found, neither for (a) pitch accuracy nor for (b) pitch stability in the early (50-250 ms) and late (>250 ms) components after sound onset. Negative values indicate improvements (100 Cent = one semitone)
were calculated to test if either pitch-discrimination or pitchmatching accuracy levels prior to iTBS could moderate the behavioral effects of iTBS on pitch-matching performance.
3 | RESULTS
| Pitch-discrimination accuracy
All participants showed average to very-good pitch discrimination accuracy. In Experiment I, the perceived frequency difference was on average 0.5% (8.6 Cent), ranging between 0.17 and 1.08% (2.9-18.6 Cent). In Experiment II, it was 0.7% (12.8 Cent), ranging between 0.2 and 1.25% (3.5-21.5 Cent). As the smallest musical interval in the pitch-matching task was 100 Cent (1 semitone), this test ruled out that poor pitch-discrimination accuracy could account for poor pitchmatching performance.
| Effects of iTBS on pitch-matching performance
In Experiment I, participants could monitor auditory feedback from their own voice for controlling pitch levels. As pitch-matching performance did not differ significantly between pre-iTBS sessions (i.e., prelarynx and predorsal S1 stimulation), results were averaged to facilitate statistical evaluation of post-iTBS related effects and reduce data dimensionality. Friedman's ANOVA revealed no significant effect of iTBS stimulation on pitch-matching accuracy (Figure 3a) , neither for the ini- iTBS stimulation also showed no significant effect on pitch stability,
Results from Experiment II, comparing pitch-matching performance before and after iTBS over larynx-S1 and dorsal-S1 (representing the lower limb). Auditory self-monitoring was masked with loud pink noise during singing. Compared to singing with normal auditory feedback (prior to iTBS), masking significantly reduced (a) pitch accuracy and (b) pitch stability (>250 ms after sound onset). When auditory feedback was masked, larynx-S1 iTBS significantly improved (c) pitch accuracy (50-250 ms after sound onset) and (d) In Experiment II, auditory feedback from the own voice was masked with pink noise to reveal effects of iTBS on pitch-matching performance. Compared to singing with normal auditory feedback prior to iTBS in Experiment II, noise-masking significantly impaired pitch accuracy and pitch stability (>250 ms after sound onset), indicating that acoustic self-monitoring was substantially reduced during singing by the masking noise (Figure 4a,b) . This effect was comparable across sessions (i.e., prior to larynx and dorsal S1 stimulation).
Therefore, pre-iTBS results with masked singing were averaged to facilitate statistical evaluation of post-iTBS related effects and reduce data dimensionality. Table 1 (Table 2) revealed that these effects were due to right larynx-S1 iTBS. These result were underlined by a medium effect size for both pitch accuracy and pitch stability (r = 0.48 and r = 0.51; see Table 2 ).
| Exploratory correlation analyses
Correlation analyses in Experiment II suggest that participants with poorer pitch-matching accuracy during noise-masked singing prior to iTBS showed greater improvements after larynx-S1 iTBS for early (r = −0.58, p < 0.05*) and late (r = −0.66, p < 0.01**) pitch accuracy (Figure 5a,b) .
Moreover, participants with larger (i.e., less accurate) pitchdiscrimination thresholds showed stronger effects of larynx-S1 iTBS 
| DISCUSSION
We applied neuronavigated iTBS in musically untrained participants and found evidence for an involvement of right larynx S1 in pitch regulation during singing. Particularly, we observed enhanced pitch accuracy within an early (50-250 ms after sound onset) and enhanced pitch stability within a late (>250 ms after sound onset) time window after sound onset following right larynx S1 iTBS but not after stimulating a nonvocal S1 control area. Notably, this effect only occurred when acoustic feedback from the own voice was masked with noise.
| Temporal aspects of vocal pitch regulation
Studies have described a temporal pattern in vocal pitch regulation based on the observation that unexpected pitch shifts in acoustic feedback generate two discrete motor responses in the direction opposite to the shift, which reflect involuntary (~50-250 ms) and voluntary (≥250 ms) mechanisms of vocal motor control (Burnett et al., 1998; Burnett & Larson, 2002; Grell et al., 2009; Hain et al., 2000; Natke et al., 2003; Sapir, McClean, & Larson, 1983) . Moreover, vocal intentions prior to task performance alter the voluntary but not the involuntary response characteristic (Hain et al., 2000) ,
indicating that responses at voice onset are automatically controlled by efference mechanisms, whereas the later volitional responses compare current feedback to previous sensory production (Hawco & Jones, 2009 ).
Vocal compensatory effects have also been reported for pitch adjustments following mechanical displacements of the larynx (Loucks, Poletto, Saxon, & Ludlow, 2005; Sapir, Baker, Larson, & Ramig, 2000) , revealing that kinesthetic error is processed faster and is also heavier weighted than auditory error during the early part of voice production (Larson et al., 2008) . Vocalization onset is furthermore strongly determined by presetting laryngeal tension and respiratory pressure to specific values before audible sound is produced (Loucks et al., 2005; Wyke, 1974a) . Given that larynx S1
iTBS enhanced pitch matching accuracy only at the onset of phonation, it is therefore feasible that the facilitation of vocalization Post hoc comparisons in experiment II, representing significant effects of iTBS over larynx-S1 relative to dorsal-S1 (i.e., lower limb) on early pitch-matching accuracy (50-250 ms after voice onset) and late pitch-matching stability (>250 ms after voice onset) when auditory selfmonitoring was masked with noise. * p > 0.5 
FIGURE 5 Correlation analyses from experiment II indicate that participants with poorer pitch-matching accuracy prior to iTBS showed greater improvements in pitch accuracy after larynx-S1 stimulation for (a) early (50-250 ms) and (b) late (>250 ms after sound onset) components after sound onset. Participants with larger pitch-discrimination thresholds (i.e., less accurate pitch discrimination) showed more after improvement after larynx-S1 iTBS in both (c) early and (d) late pitch-matching accuracy (post-pre-iTBS difference). They also showed stronger effects of (e) noise masking on pitch-matching accuracy (>250 ms after sound onset). Significances: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001 related somatosensory processes supported efference mechanisms at utterance onset (Hawco & Jones, 2009 ) by integrating motor commands with proprioceptive and tactile information prior to vocalization (Bouchard et al., 2013) .
| Role of sensorimotor interactions
That the effect of iTBS over the right laryngeal S1 area on vocal pitch regulation only occurs when auditory feedback was masked with pink noise can be accounted for by the interaction between auditory and somatosensory feedback. The neural processes for hearing perception undergo significant modulation by the somatosensation system (Wu, Stefanescu, Martel, & Shore, 2015) and vice versa (Ito & Ostry, 2012) .
Speakers are moreover sensitive to perturbations in both feedback subsystems, responding also to mechanical alterations of articulatory motion trajectories in the absence of auditory consequences (Lametti et al., 2012; Nasir & Ostry, 2006; Tremblay et al., 2003) . This can be explained by the tight correlation between the simultaneously generated auditory and somatosensory feedback during speech production (Guenther & Vladusich, 2012; Ito et al., 2009; Ito & Ostry, 2012; Skipper et al., 2017) . Studies have shown that the speech motor system may shift the weighting of the two sources of feedback depending on their reliability, to constrain the perturbation response and decrease the compensation (Katseff et al., 2012; Larson et al., 2008) .
The lack of auditory feedback may thus have triggered the monitoring system to attend more to somatosensory feedback, thereby facilitating the effect of larynx-S1 stimulation on pitch accuracy in the presence of pink-noise masking. However, it has also been suggested that M1 and S1 act as a low-level controller of articulatory movements, which in turn is controlled by a higher level SFC-based speech motor control network integrating both somatosensory and auditory feedback (Houde & Chang, 2015) . Low-level interactions between M1 and S1 may thus explain why S1 stimulation only improved involuntary aspects of pitch regulation at sound onset but not at mid-utternace (Hawco & Jones, 2009) . In contrast, rTMS over higher-order inferior parietal lobe altered also voluntary adaptive responses to feedback perturbations (Shum et al., 2011 ). An alternative explanation is that motor-to-sensory mappings in the context of musical pitch must first be accurately tuned through experience before somatosensory feedback may be used for higher-order volitional pitch regulation (Guenther, 2006; .
| Role of experience
The observation that deaf individuals can produce intelligible speech in the complete absence of auditory feedback (Nasir & Ostry, 2008) indicates that the role of somatosensory feedback in speech motor coordination may depend on experience (Lametti et al., 2012 ). The DIVA model (Guenther & Vladusich, 2012) suggests that tactileproprioceptive signals gain importance as a prime system for error detection after movement patterns have been sufficiently tuned by the auditory system. According to Friston et al. (Friston, 2011; Shipp, Adams, & Friston, 2013) , somatosensory predictions represent the anticipated proprioceptive and kinesthetic consequences of the movement command issued by the agranular primary motor cortex (M1).
Within this framework, S1 generates probabilistic predictions about causes of sensory input that are continuously updated by prediction errors and relayed back to M1 to correct the descending motor commands (see also Barrett & Simmons, 2015) . State-feedback control of pitch-goals based on somatosensory feedback may therefore be more accurate in singers, who show not only consistently higher pitch-matching skills when auditory feedback is available (Hutchins & Peretz, 2011 , 2012 Nikjeh, Lister, & Frisch, 2009 ) but also sing more accurately than nonsingers both at the onset and during phonation when auditory feedback is masked (Murry, 1990; Watts, Murphy, & Barnes-Burroughs, 2003) . Likewise, singers may also generate more accurate forward prediction of the somatosensory consequences of the motor command (Hickok et al., 2011; Perkell, 2012) . Neuroimaging provides evidence for this notion, demonstrating that singers are not only less sensitive to auditory perturbations (Zarate & Zatorre, 2008) than to somatosensory perturbations (Kleber et al., 2013) , but also that they are able to engage brain regions required for somatosensory feedback integration when auditory feedback is masked (Kleber et al., 2017) . Conversely, nonsingers in that study were unable to compensate with somatosensory feedback and showed a disruption of brain regions involved in predictive/corrective mechanisms (Hickok, 2017; Houde & Chang, 2015) . We therefore speculate that the contribution of S1 functions to higher-level state-feedback control may depend on experience, which could explain the limited effects of larynx-S1 stimulation on voluntary final pitch-regulation in nonsingers in Experiment II.
| Effects on pitch stability
Higher pitch stability during phonation indicates more even vocal fold oscillations (Titze, 1988; Titze, 2008) , which is not only relevant for singing but also important for speech production (Orlikoff, 1995) .
Pitch stability stabilizes gradually throughout adolescence to adulthood (Boltezar, Burger, & Zargi, 1997; Smith, 2006) . Importantly, rhythmically repetitive movements like sustained oscillatory patterns during phonation are driven by central pattern generator networks in the brainstem (Hage & Jurgens, 2006; Schoneich & Hedwig, 2012) and supported by somatosensory signals from mechanoreceptors in the vocal folds (Gozaine & Clark, 2005; Hammer & Barlow, 2010; Simonyan & Jurgens, 2005; Titze & Hunter, 2004; Wyke, 1974a Wyke, , 1974b ). Afferent information is relayed via brainstem and thalamic projections to the insular and somatosensory cortices and projected back via the solitary tract and the parabrachial nucleus onto medullary respiratory rhythm centers and phonatory motor neurons of the nucleus ambiguous and nucleus retroambiguus (Ackermann & Riecker, 2004; Eickhoff, Heim, Zilles, & Amunts, 2009; Jürgens, 2002) . Elimination of these afferents leads to abnormal phonatory patterns (Shiba, Miura, Yuza, Sakamoto, & Nakajima, 1999; Shiba, Yoshida, & Miura, 1995) . Given the importance of stable phonation in the context of speech motor learning, we speculate that a shift toward somatosensory feedback monitoring during masking (Katseff et al., 2012; Larson et al., 2008) allowed larynx-S1 stimulation to enhance state-feedback control strategies at mid-utterance (Hawco & Jones, 2009 ) to affect the voluntary control over temporal regularities in glottal cycle duration, irrespective of pitch accuracy.
| Moderating variables (correlations)
We found that the effects of larynx iTBS on pitch-matching accuracy (voluntary and involuntary components) were more pronounced in participants with lower pitch-matching accuracy before iTBS. This is a plausible interaction, as participants with lower entry-level skills commonly benefit more from interventions aiming at improving them (Ladda et al., 2014) . Likewise, participants with lower pitch-discrimination accuracy showed greater improvement after right larynx-S1 stimulation and were also more negatively affected by auditory-feedback masking with respect to their pitch-matching accuracy. This effect can be accounted for by interactions between somatosensory and auditory feedback subsystems.
One explanation is that the speech motor system of individuals with lower auditory perceptual skills may be driven by a stronger weighting of somatosensory feedback (Katseff et al., 2012; Lametti et al., 2012; Larson et al., 2008 ).
| Limitations
This study has several limitations that need to be considered. Firstly, we cannot rule out that neuronavigated stimulation of larynx S1 also affected adjacent regions within M1, particularly in the light of extensive connections between larynx S1 with M1 and parietal areas (Borich et al., 2015; Bouchard et al., 2013) . Similarly, confirmation of our implicit assumption that the area targeted under the coil is also the area affected would require the combination of TMS with functional magnetic resonance imaging (Andoh & Zatorre, 2012) . Secondly, we compared the effects of larynx-S1 iTBS to stimulation of a nonvocal control area but not to a cortical region that is involved in vocal motor control (e.g., IPL). Therefore, a double-dissociation was not possible, which would have strengthened our results. Moreover, future studies may consider including a real sham condition (Thielscher et al., 2011) . Another limitation is the lack of standard audiometric testing to exclude the possibility that participants with lower auditory sensitivity benefitted more from iTBS stimulation. However, the fact that all participants showed normal pitch-discrimination abilities should guard us well against hearing deficits. Furthermore, we cannot exclude the possibility that a ceiling effect in Experiment I, in which participants could use auditory feedback to monitor pitch accuracy, has prevented us from finding effects on pitch performance. Finally, despite acceptable effect sizes, the small sample size of this study presents a limiting factor for the generalization of our results, particularly in Experiment I.
| Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that iTBS applied over right larynx S1 can improve pitch-matching performance in nonsingers, indicating that enhanced kinesthetic-proprioceptive processes contribute to vocal pitch regulation. More importantly, the finding that S1 stimulation affected involuntary (pitch accuracy) and voluntary (pitch stability) aspects of motor control differently lends support to our hypothesis that the hierarchical organization of neural mechanisms by which sensory feedback subsystems are integrated and compared to predictions during speech motor control may differ based on the individual's sensorimotor experience (see also Hickok, 2014; Houde & Chang, 2015) .
